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Dear Readers,

What a pleasure that you have chosen to explore this issue  
of ORAWOLD.  
 
This edition concentrates the most useful information from 
community leaders and ACEs. We provide personal stories 
of ACEs and bring you a great example of a friendship 
that started through Oracle. These are nice stories about 
the supportive character of the Oracle community. Such 
engagement with communities can help your career, and 
certainly can be good for an employer in the consulting space. 

You will also find something new about the background of the 
CLOUD Act. Find out why it could be dangerous to keep data 
in the cloud or even in another country. If you have business 
secrets and sensitive personal data, this article, which is the 
first part of a new series, will be very interesting for you.

The key topic in this issue is online conferences. The 
Coronavirus pandemic caused conference shutdowns all  
over the world. The good news is that User Group leaders 
started to organize great virtual conferences! The organizers  
of ACEs@Home and APEX@Home explain the challenges of 
online events in comparison with physical. I really enjoyed 
reading both interviews!

Editorial

 
In addition, this issue brings you many more articles packed 
with useful information from the Oracle cosmos!
 
Yours, Andrejs Vorobjovs 
LVOUG president (Latvia), 
EOUC member of the board
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NUMBER OF THE MONTH  

8:46
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5 Stages of Working from Home
www.commitstrip.com 

CommitStrip is a daily strip recounting funny anecdotes of life as a coder mixed up with a dash of topical tech news. Find more comics here: www.commitstrip.com
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US Cloud Act (Part 1): 
An Overview

Dr. Ivo Rungg
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Introduction
In 2018, the so-called CLOUD Act by the US legislature gave US 
authorities the possibility to access data that is stored outside 
the United States for investigations. After the Safe Harbor 
Agreement was declared invalid by the European Court of 
Justice and in view of the discussions surrounding its follow-on 
agreement, the Privacy Shield, this change in the law caused 
further irritation and concern, particularly in Europe. There is 
concern with regard to the protection of personal data and 
business secrets, as well as compliance with contractual or 
legal confidentiality obligations such as banking secrecy and 
professional secrecy requirements.

Questions about the CLOUD Act became decision criteria 
for the choice of IT products, many decision makers, and IT 
consultants wonder whether they act carefully if they do not 
take this aspect into account accordingly. But what exactly 
does the CLOUD Act determine and what is behind it?

Background of the CLOUD Act
First of all, it must be made clear that the CLOUD Act only 
has an indirect connection with the information technology 
concept of the cloud. In fact, it is a change to the so-called 
“US Stored Communications Act”, which was called the 
“Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data Act” and for which the 
abbreviation “CLOUD” has become common (1).

The background to the CLOUD Act can best be illustrated 
by a lawsuit between US law enforcement agencies and 
Microsoft in 2013 that has now effectively been ended under 
the CLOUD Act. In the course of a criminal investigation 
against a suspected criminal, Microsoft was asked to provide 
communication data about this person. According to the then 

applicable legal situation, Microsoft was obliged to disclose the 
relevant data stored in the USA. Microsoft complied with this 
but did not provide the part of the requested data that was 
stored in Europe, more precisely in Ireland, to the authorities. 
Microsoft argued that Irish law was applicable to this data and 
that data disclosure would have to be ordered by the Irish 
authorities and courts as part of a request for legal assistance. 
In the appeal procedure, the competent court agreed with 
Microsoft, against which the US authorities appealed to 
the Supreme Court. The appeal to the Supreme Court was 
withdrawn when the CLOUD Act was enacted. This act has 
retrospectively granted the US authorities the right to access 
data stored abroad.

Subject matter of the regulation and 
addressees of the obligation
According to the central provision of the CLOUD Act “a 
provider of electronic communication service or remote 
computing service” has the obligation “to preserve, backup, or 
disclose the contents of a wire or electronic communication 
and any record or other information pertaining to a customer 
or subscriber within such provider’s possession, custody, or 
control, regardless of whether such communication, record 
or other information is located within or outside of the United 
States” (2).

This obligation applies to all “provider(s) of electronic 
communication service or remote computing service”, 
insofar as they are subject to the US jurisdiction, in particular 
providers of electronic communication services such as e-mail, 
social media and “remote computing services”, i.e. cloud 
services, that are related to the USA.
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Since a certain relationship with the United States is sufficient 
to be subject to US jurisdiction, not only are US companies 
themselves included, but also related companies overseas, 
such as subsidiaries or parent companies in Europe. 
Subsidiaries or branches in the USA can also suffice for this. 
In individual cases, data exchange with a US company, for 
example with sister companies in the USA, advertising directed 
at the USA or US turnover is sufficient for this.
For the disclosure obligation, it is sufficient that this data is 
assigned to such a company (“US company”). The obligation 
applies regardless of any conflicting foreign legal provisions 
and regardless of where and how the data is processed or 
stored.

Particularly extensive data concept
The CLOUD Act essentially covers all data that a US company 
processes or has processed abroad. This basically means that 
practically all personal data and information are subject to 
worldwide access by the US authorities if there is a connection 
through data processing by a US company. According to this 
particularly extensive data concept, business secrets can also 
be included in addition to personal data. 

Requirements for a complaint against an 
order for delivery
Non-US persons or companies concerned, whose data are 
to be delivered, have no party position and cannot defend 
themselves against it with a complaint. It is also often 
questionable whether they will find out about the planned 
delivery of data at all, since such orders are often linked to 
confidentiality obligations in order not to compromise the 
investigation. 

Whether the affected US company can lodge a complaint 
against orders such as warrants or subpoenas aimed at 
disclosure of the data stored or processed in the EU depends 
on the fact that (I) the customer/participant is not a “United 
States person”, and (II) the disclosure of the required data 
creates a significant risk of violating the laws of a “qualified 
foreign government”. However, it can only be a “qualified 
foreign government” if an “Executive Agreement” between the 
two countries has been concluded. Foreign nationals entitled 
to reside permanently in the US and associations whose 
members are predominantly US citizens or such foreigners 
also count as “United States person”.
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Complaint procedure
If the above requirements are met for a complaint against an 
official order for delivery, the data transfer orders must be 
objected to before a US court within 14 days of receipt. The 
court then checks the admissibility and reasonability of the 
order for delivery with the so-called comity analysis (balancing 
of interests). In essence, the court uses a number of factors 
to check whether the interests of the administration of justice 
in the United States are inferior to the interests of refusing to 
provide data, taking into account all the circumstances of the 
individual case. In addition to the investigative interests of the 
US authorities, these factors include the interest of the foreign 
state in preventing any illegal disclosure, the existence of 
agreements and reciprocal rights with the state concerned, the 
importance of the communication data for the investigation 
and other ways of obtaining it, and others.

The US court thus has very extensive powers and a wide 
margin of discretion and can change or even cancel the 
respective official order in any direction.

Summary
The powers of the US criminal authorities under the CLOUD 
Act are extensive and force European companies and 
consultants to carefully weigh the effects of the CLOUD Act 
on their own decisions, even if large US IT companies see the 
effects of the CLOUD Act as a criminally necessary measure 
and therefore consider the relevance to be not so high.

On the one hand, there are major data protection concerns 
regarding the disclosure of data from natural persons. A 
European company must prevent itself from having to choose 
between a violation of US law and a violation of the European 
General Data Protection Regulation if it is closely related to 
the USA. These two are both uncomfortable and expensive. 
However, European companies that expose themselves to 
access to their own data via the CLOUD Act through a business 
partner, service provider or processor can also commit data 
protection violations. The second article on the CLOUD Act in 
this magazine will deal with the data protection implications of 
the CLOUD Act in detail.

In addition, questions of business secrets must also be taken 
into account in this context: not only that IT service providers 
could potentially be used to transfer business secrets to 
another state, the question also arises as to whether the steps 
under the circumstances to keep it secret, taken by the person 
lawfully in control of the information, have been reasonable 
and adequate  if such a potential loophole is accepted. 
However, such measures are a prerequisite for the existence 
and thus the legal protection of a business secret (3). The third 
article on the CLOUD Act in this magazine will deal with this 
topic in detail.

Ultimately, it is the lack of legal protection that causes 
headaches. Switzerland and Great Britain have already 
concluded an “Executive Agreement” with the USA and are 
therefore a “qualified foreign government”. Such agreements 
currently do not exist for other EU countries. 
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Dr. Ivo Rungg is an attorney-at-law specializing in IP/IT, 
data protection and corporate. Since 1998 he has been 
working in the Austrian law firm BINDER GRÖSSWANG 
Rechtsanwälte and has been a partner since 2001. In 
addition to his professional work as a lawyer, he has been 
a lecturer at the e Faculty of Law at the University  
of Innsbruck since 2014.

About Dr. Ivo Rungg 

The negotiations in this regard were transferred to the 
European Commission, which has been holding talks with 
the USA since September 2019. The objective is not only to 
achieve an “Executive Agreement” in the sense of the CLOUD 
Act, but also to eliminate the data protection risks (which 
basically remain in the case of an administrative agreement). 
These negotiations also fit into the EU’s operation to finalize 
the so-called “E-Evidence” regulation (4), whose objectives at 
European level are comparable to those of the CLOUD Act. 

(1) The full text and further information on the legislative 
process of the CLOUD Act are available at: https://www.
govtrack.us/congress/bills/115/s2383 (Accessed on April 1, 
2020).

(2) Refer to Section 3, § 2713 CLOUD Act.

(3) Refer to Directive (EU) 2016/943 on the protection of 
confidential know-how and confidential business information 
(business secrets) against unlawful acquisition and illegal 
use and disclosure (available at http://data.europa.eu/eli/
dir/2016/943/oj, accessed on April 1, 2020).

(4) Refer to the proposal of the EU Commission COM(2018) 225 
final - 2018/0108 (COD) (available at: https://eur-lex.europa.
eu/legal-content/DE/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52018PC0225, 
accessed on April 1, 2020).
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My Journey to ACED
This the third part in a two-part article as Douglas Adams might put it.  
Having shared my advice on how to achieve some of the goals a typical Ace 
does (see issues #19 and #20), I was asked by the ORAWORLD team to share 
my own personal journey to ACED.

Phil Wilkins
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I’ve spent nearly 30 years in the IT industry, but it has been 
within the last 10 years that I have been involved with the 
Oracle middleware ecosystem. Prior to that I worked largely 
with open source or even having to create everything from the 
ground up. But whatever the tech I’ve always felt people read 
the saying ‘knowledge is power’ wrongly – the saying is true, 
but people use this as a reason not to share. I’ve always held 
the view that the power exists when you share.

My Ace journey began when I joined Specsavers in 2009 –  
a UK based multinational opticians with multi-billion-pound 
revenue and a very good brand identity. These characteristics 
meant that vendors are willing to engage and talk to you and 
as a valued customer, particularly when you take an interest 
in their product, roadmaps, ideas and feedback to them what 
you think is important. With Specsavers happy for me to 
spend time with vendors (as long as I could justify the time), I 
got to meet some of the industry ‘rock stars’ working at Fuse 
Source which became part of RedHat like James Strachan 
(responsible for starting a number of Apache projects 
including Groovy). What I learnt is, that these people are not 
that different to me – maybe smarter, but motivated to share 
knowledge and solve problems.

Then Specsavers underwent some pretty radical changes 
in approach, moving from Open Source to a full top to 
bottom Oracle stack. We changed from using Sis as resource 
augmentation in IT, giving whole projects to Sis and then 
providing oversight and domain expertise. To avoid becoming 
marginalised I needed get to grips with Oracle middleware 
quickly. So, I pulled on as many of the threads as quickly as I 
could – Oracle training, attending OpenWorld and user group 
events. This put me into a position where I knew enough to 
ask questions of the vendor and ensuring I could get System 
Integrators (Sis) to explain their thinking. All of which lead to 

our Oracle account manager giving us opportunities to talk 
with Oracle product management and participate on the 
Customer Advisory Board.

What I found within the Oracle community was a very friendly 
group of people, that are engaging and happy to share.

By this point I was sufficiently confident to talk to small 
groups about what was happening at Specsavers, and 
found a community both supportive, friendly, and engaging 
which helped me grow more confident about presenting. As 
Specsavers were also starting to embrace cloud tech a lot, I’d 
initiated and lead the development of some work that meant 
we could get important consistent answers from potential 
vendors to allow a technical evaluation of their solution. A 
piece of work that lead me to write a couple of articles which 
were accepted by UKOUG (UK Oracle User Group) and OAUG 
(Oracle Applications User Group, which have become Oracle 
Applications & Technology User Group). By now I knew about 
the Ace community and enjoyed the engagement enough 
that with Simon Haslam’s sponsorship I was accepted as an 
Ace Associate.

The ‘crash course’ on getting up to speed meant, I got to 
observe through seeing other user group member and 
partner presentations enough of what works well or does 
not both technically and from a presentation perspective. 
Whilst I am not the best presenter in the world nor am I 
the worst.  Not everyone is able to be a Rockstar presenter 
like James Strachan or Luis Weir – these passionate people 
that have an innate ability to engage and energize their 
audiences that are like Looney Tunes’ Tasmanian Devil Taz. 
But people like Simon Haslam who, while quietly passionate 
about what he does, is an equally engaging and effective 
presenter because of his depth of knowledge and candour 
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shine through. Whilst I’d love to be able to present like Luis, 
James and others my nature makes my presentation style 
more like Simon, so I’ve embraced that and work to ensure I 
feel very comfortable with the technical detail so that sense 
of knowledge will come out.

Being involved with the Oracle Customer Advisory Board 
(CAB) lead to the next significant step. At the CAB I got 
to develop some relationships with Oracle product 
management. But I also got to see a preview of Integration 
Cloud Service (ICS), now part of OIC. What I saw was 
something I could relate to, having worked for a start-up that 
used a few paradigms ICS used, and before that a specialist 
consultancy who had built a tool with a lot of commonality. 
But this is a subject no one had written about, and with my 
history something I could offer insight to. Having been a peer 
reviewer to a raft of books for Packt and other publishers 
(before and after becoming part of the Ace community). I felt 
confident enough to pitch the idea of the book. But having a 
co-author from an Oracle partner would also help (sharing 
writing effort and access to resources a customer does not 
get), so I reached out to Robert van Mölken who I’d seen 
blogging about ICS. The rest as they say is history.

During this time, changes at Specsavers meant that things 
were not working for me, so there was a time for new 
opportunities.  Getting involved with the UKOUG and Oracle 
CAB meant that my path crossed with lot more of the Ace 
community, including on several occasions with Luis Weir. 
Ironically, I’d been offered a contracting opportunity and 
I knew Luis might be able to give us some insight on the 
companies involved. So, I reached out. At the time Luis had 
joined Capgemini, and when he knew I was looking, he offered 
me a chance to join Capgemini.

With the ICS book going to press and having satisfied the 
criteria for becoming an Ace. I was promoted at Oracle 
OpenWorld 2017.

Being at a partner changed the dynamics of opportunities. 
User groups will always like a customer story rather than a 
partner, after all they are the organizations that keep Oracle 
and partners in business. But successful or insightful deliveries 
do mean partners get a look in on conference agendas 
(sometimes even dominate them). Being an Ace and getting 
out to present is always good for an Oracle partner so my time 
spent with the Ace community has increased. The Aces have 
a tremendous community, despite competing commercially 
in some cases, it is the friendliest and most supportive 
community I’ve worked with.

Other partner opportunities, such the Oracle partner network 
have meant working with people like Jurgen Kress. Combined 
with Luis I have found myself being propelled forward into 
things, I may not have chosen to do. But once committed I’ve 
put the effort in – and greatly enjoyed such as the London 
Oracle Developer Meetup.

Why do I invest so much energy into all these activities, isn’t 
the day job enough? Yes, the day job can be more than plenty. 
But it is, psychologically rewarding to share how to solve a 
problem or an idea or insight. Sometimes messing around with 
code alone can be good, it stops skills dying off completely. But 
it is when people benefit from that code that things feel great. 
There are spin-off benefits as well: If you’re doing a decent 
job, then it can help you career, and certainly can be good for 
an employer in the consulting space. My entry into Capgemini 
came about because of my Ace journey.
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Ultimately, the reward for someone who is frankly an introvert 
is to feel part of a community that is not interested in any form 
of office politics and feel completely at ease around. I reached 
the top of the Ace mountain in December 2019. Again, with 
Simon Haslam’s sponsorship I was promoted to Ace Director. 
In that time as an Ace we have presented, blogged, and co-
authored another book. But the fact that an Ace Director 
promotion needs a sponsor from another company  
epitomises that community support.

I’d like to conclude by saying, in the books I have contributed 
to, I’ve had to thank my wife and children for support. Whilst 
they will always be part of the bed rock that enables me to do 
this, here I’d like to thank those who have enabled this journey.

Graham Padgham, Simon Haslam, Adrian Jones, Marcus 
Hooper, Robert van Mölken, Oracle middleware product 
management team particularly Yogesh Sontakke, Robert 
Wonderlich, and Vikas Anand, Jurgen Kress and Luis Weir. 
Of course, the wider Ace and Oracle community who have 
been a joy to be around.

Phil is an Oracle Ace Director, Technology Evangelist & 
Snr Consultant Architect for Capgemini. He specializes in 
PaaS and particularly with API and modern development 
techniques such as microservices and Integration 
Cloud. Phil has supported the publication of several Java 
development books as a technical reviewer; in addition to 
being a published author himself with several co-authored 
books to his name, along with regular blog posts  
(https://blog.mp3monster.org/) and magazine articles. 
His latest book covers Unified Logging. Phil has presented 
at events around the world from Sweden to California and 
is a co-organizer to the London Oracle Developer Meetup.

About Phil Wilkins
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Since the Coronavirus pandemic caused 
shutdowns all over the world, we have 
seen a lot of great online conferences 
being organized by the Oracle community. 
Among the first was ACEs@Home that 
took place from March 30 to April 1 with 
12 speakers from the Oracle ACE program 
and covering the 3 main topics Database, 
APEX and Analytics. Shortly before the 
second episode of ACEs@Home, we talked 
to the three organizers of the event, 
Francesco Tisiot, Christian Berg and 
Gianni Ceresa.

“A Completely 
Different  
Experience”

Interview by Christian Luda
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How did the idea to start ACEs@Home come about?
Gianni: It was a Saturday evening in mid-March around 8 
o’clock. Italy was already confined at home and the three of us 
were having a random chat – because we have no lives, so it’s 
normal for us to be in a chat in the evening. That was the time 
where one conference after another was being cancelled. So, 
we just said: “Well, it could be done online.” And that’s how it 
started. On Saturday evening we had the idea, and two weeks 
later we did it.

Were you inspired by other events?
Gianni: Not directly. At least on my side, it was just a run- 
of-things thing. Organizing an online presentation is not  
that difficult. We just needed someone speaking in front  
of his laptop and sharing it with all of us. At that time Zoom 
had already become a popular option. Oracle already used  
it for AskTom. So, we tried it out and everything went  
perfectly well.

Francesco: The three of us are basically all the people that 
organized the event. So, it’s pretty few people. We know a 
lot of people in the ACE community pretty well and almost 
everybody we asked to give a presentation said yes. They knew 
that a lot of events were going to be cancelled and were very 
keen on sharing something in a new format.

Christian: The first event we literally had one person 
who didn’t want to do something online. Everybody else 
immediately agreed. I think the speaker community is very 
much up for sharing things in this way. Obviously, we had 
pretty much every single person saying: “Oh, but we would 
have preferred to do it in person.” That wasn’t even a question. 
A couple were very vocal about it, but they said: “Let’s do it. If 
you want to do it again, let’s do it again.” This is also why we 
really didn’t have an issue filling the second event.

From a speaker’s perspective, what are the main challenges 
of doing a virtual presentation instead of doing it in front of 
an audience?
Christian: You have to manage things differently. That’s that 
we learned during the very first talk on the very first day. 
You should do it in a webinar form. It was the Analytics track 
that peaked at around 240 concurrent connected users. We 
immediately saw that you need one person full-time, managing 
the interaction with the participants – tracking answers to 
questions and tracking the incoming chat. People are using the 
functionalities that the tool gives them. They use the chat, and 
people who login later on don’t hear the introduction. So, there 
are many questions being repeated over and over like “will the 
recording be there?” or “can you ask questions immediately?”. 
You can’t have hundreds of people interrupting the speaker via 
the conference audio. You need moderators on the side taking 
the work away from the speakers, so they can actually focus 
on presenting.

Francesco: There’s also another challenge from the speaker’s 
side. Doing a talk in front of people is really different than 
doing it in a room in front of a camera. You don’t know if your 
pace is good and how well the people are understanding 
your content. It’s very complex, so we understood if someone 
wasn’t keen on doing it online. It’s a completely different 
experience from a speaker point of view. While the tool itself 
does a pretty good job, you might see a question pop up which 
can be distracting. You need the work of the moderators to 
take care of that, so you can continue with your flow. 

Gianni: We saw presenters that we know, that had given the 
same session physically and now did it online. Physically they 
perfectly fit into the 45-minutes slot calling out the question 
directly. But online, they tend to over-explain going into every 
single detail of things. A session that physically fits 45 minutes 
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including questions turns into 55 minutes without questions. 
Online, you cannot stop the session you’re just giving. At the 
end, you might have a question about a slide from the first five 
minutes. While in a real session you generally stop your talk, ask 
for questions and keep going, now, you have to go back, find out 
what the context of the question was and at what time it had 
been asked. That’s really not easy to adapt to. The questions 
also can be a bit generic because you cannot say “please repeat 
the question and explain what you’re saying exactly.” So, you’re 
not sure: “Maybe he meant this or maybe meant that.” 

Are there also more questions being asked because it’s easier 
for people to ask through a chat?
Christian: Oh, yeah. There are a lot more questions than 
when you’re doing it in person. When you do it in person, the 
speaker has the advantage of having a real interaction with 
the audience. At the same time, this is a disadvantage for the 
audience because a lot of people are kind of scared of asking a 
question out loud in front of the public. So, they may have the 
question in their mind, but when they are sitting in the room 
with other people, they become timid. Online, they just type 
out any question they have. 

Francesco: Also, for countries where the language is different, 
this is really beneficial. We have the experience of the Italian 
Oracle User Group where English is not the primary language. 
Almost 80% of the speakers are not speaking Italian and the 
questions are most of the time done one-to-one afterwards 
because they are afraid of speaking in English in front of other 
people. When you are on a webinar there’s no such problem.

How has the feedback been after the first event?
Christian: From the people that I have talked to, from the 
speakers’ side, it was very positive. It was a general consensus 
that “yes, it works well”.

Gianni: Globally, we had some really good feedback, even a 
simple thanks for doing that. Mainly because it’s free and it’s 
not common to have free Oracle content of this quality online 
which is not marketing content. Most of the time when it’s 
free, it’s marketing, or at least half-marketing. In the US, they 
do online events for up to 1.000 Dollars. Obviously, there’s 
always a few people complaining like “I wanted to hear more 
about this topic.” But overall, the feedback was very good. Even 
people that generally are a bit annoying, now instead of asking 
“where are the recordings?” they were more like “thank you 
very much it was nice to be there”.

Francesco: What is worth mentioning from my point of view 
is that the event was organized from just these three people. 
The first event was technically hosted by the Italian Oracle 
User Group because the infrastructure was already there. But 
when we decided to do such an event with people from the 
Oracle ACE Program, which is worldwide, we clearly had in 
mind that this wasn’t tied to a specific Oracle User Group. We 
have good contact with the other user groups across Europe 
and hoped they would share the message to have a better 
reach. And the response was great. All the people interested 
within the Oracle ACE Program and organizers of other 
Oracle events around the world shared the news. So, this is 
something about the global Oracle community and not just 
one particular user group.

Is the community becoming even stronger due to the crisis?
Christian: Yes, it feels this way, but honestly I think it’s more 
a manifestation of what’s already there, because if we had 
done the same thing without the crisis, I think we would 
have had the exact same result in terms of the community 
response. I don’t think it would have been any different. Just 
look at what’s happening with the conferences around the 
planet: Every single time something new happens, the Polish 
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User Group’s meet-up format for example – they basically 
just had to have the idea, and with the participation of all 
the speakers and people out there, it almost manifested 
out of thin air. It’s a bit more visible now but I think we have 
the advantage that the community is so tightly knit already. 
People know each other and hang out with each other after 
the conferences. This really helps. It’s not like these business-
type events where businesses come and pay to have 
stand. When it’s done, they go away, send some marketing 
e-mails and do it again next year. This isn’t really the case. 
At many big conferences, the organization is like that in 
the background, but the people actually making the events 
happen are doing it for the community. They want to share 
information and help people that are out there struggling 
with stuff that they have seen 50 times over already, just 
because they work in different projects. So, I think the 
confinement crisis is more of a catalyst. The potential was 
already there, but nobody ever tried to tap into it. 

Do you think after this crisis we will still see more virtual 
events?
Gianni: I believe there will be more online conferences, not 
because it’s nice or good, more because it’s a must-do. User 
groups need to finance themselves, and at some point when 
you are short of money, you have to do something cheap, and 
online is a good way to do it. That’s the sad part, maybe after 
all this is gone, many user groups will move online because 
it’s an affordable approach. While at least for me, I want the 
physical conferences back because while I like to see people 
in a Zoom meeting, I prefer to travel somewhere, be there for 
two or three days and just hang out with people. 

Francesco: The missing part of doing it online is the 
networking. At a conference, the attendees have the option 
to spend five minutes after the session on the corridor with 

the speaker or someone else who had the same problem. 
You will not only face the speaker that tells you how he solved 
the problem, maybe there are two people waiting to ask the 
same question after the talk. And this creates another level 
of community, another level of knowledge, another level of 
interaction that is not available online. Online you can do a lot 
of things, but as of now you are following one path, while at a 
physical conference there are many paths that can be followed 
at the same time. It’s a different concept and I believe the 
physical ones still need to exist. 

Christian: Looking at all that has happened over the last 
couple of months, everybody has kind of become, well, 
not used to, but aware of that there is only online content 
being produced. I think it would almost be a danger to the 
community to say, this works, it’s cheap, let’s do this almost 
exclusively, because it really comes back to the point that 
Gianni and Francesco already mentioned, yes, you have the 
content, yes, you can ask questions, even more liberally in 
the chat, but the thing is, you can never do an online event 
and have this peer-to-peer interaction, you can’t have group 
interaction. You can’t have these situations where you run into 
someone who was in the same talk. This doesn’t work online. 
There is no iteration, there is no feedback cycle, there is no 
reflection on things with others. For people who just want 
to consume content it’s perfectly fine. So, there will be a lot 
online, just like the work meetings that are done during this 
confinement. But if you’re working or presenting on a very 
specific subject, nothing trumps the personal interaction you 
can have with people on sight.

Francesco, Christian and Gianni, thanks a lot for taking 
your time.
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Francesco is the Analytics Tech Lead  
at Rittman Mead. Analyst, architect,  
and developer, he built expertise in 
the Data Integration and Analytics 
space over the years by helping clients 
creating or enhancing their Analytical 
capabilities. Francesco is involved in  
the community by speaking at all the 
major Oracle related conferences, 
blogging on the Rittman Mead website, 
and being the president of the Italian 
Oracle User Group. 

Christian is the Managing Director 
of Dimensionality, a consultancy for 
analytics and data in Switzerland. Data 
Analytics is at the core of his career 
spanning 20 years, but further activities 
include many years of CRM and Data 
Warehousing experience. Design, 
architecture, security and hands-in 
implementation are rounded out by 
training and teaching.

Gianni is an Analytics enthusiast more 
widely interested in BA/DW/EPM solutions 
with a special focus on Oracle products 
and solutions. He is an ACE Director 
and currently working for DATAlysis, his 
own consulting company in Switzerland. 
He supports customers by bridging 
together the business and the technical 
side of the Analytics world. His other 
activities include supporting the Oracle 
community by blogging, presenting at 
conferences and on forums.

About Francesco Tisiot About Christian Berg About Gianni Ceresa
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“The Entire APEX Team is Very 
Accessible to the Community”
Two weeks after the first episode of Aces@Home, the Oracle community gave birth to another great online 
conference: APEX@Home was held on April 16, bringing its attendees no less than 24 sessions in 24 hours by 
renowned speakers from the worldwide APEX community. After the event, we talked to Martin D‘Souza,  
one of the organizers of APEX@Home.

Interview by Christian Luda
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Martin, how was the idea of APEX@Home born? 
Back in March, I was talking to Adrian Png and Trent Schafer. 
We all agreed it was very sad to see all our community 
events being canceled one after another. We discussed that 
it would be good if an online APEX conference happened 
and that’s how APEX@Home started! Our initial plan was to 
have 8 talks for world leading experts. After a few meetings 
with Joel Kallman and Shakeeb Rahman we made it into a 
24-hour event. 

How long did it take to organize such an impressive program? 
Overall, it took just over a month from initial inception to 
actual conference. The nice thing about the whole experience 
was that it was for the community by the community. Aside 
from the three of us, we had various people, like Joel Kallman, 
Bo English, Peter Raganitsch and Niels de Bruijn, helping with 
most of the organization and behind the scenes activities. We 
also had a lot – I can’t emphasize this enough – of help from 
the APEX development team. 

You used Oracle Office Hours and Zoom. Why did you choose 
these tools? 
We all had experience with Zoom and thought it was the best 
product for everyone to use. Originally, we were going to 
self-host until the APEX team was very generous and offered 
to help out and use their Ask TOM platform that already 
had a corporate Webinar version of Zoom ready to go. The 
feedback that we got from participants and presenters was 
all great for the tool and I’d recommend using Zoom to 
anyone holding large presentations. Since COVID-19, Zoom 
has also become the main tool of choice with everyone.

Looking back, what were some of your highlights of APEX@Home?
I have two highlights from APEX@Home. The first is what 
happened behind the scenes. We had a lot of help from 
everyone in the community which made it an amazing 
experience. We never heard “no, I can’t help” or anyone 
putting up blockers. Instead the complete opposite 
happened. Everyone kept offering help – from helping find 
speakers to getting volunteers to moderate. The second 
was the large turnout, close to 4,700 attendees over the 24 
hours! I never expected this many attendees, especially for 
something that we had planned in just under a month. We’ve 
had a lot of great comments from community members 
and this has also gotten a lot of other exposure including 
an article on forbes.com! After each session we asked 
participants to provide speaker feedback – via an APEX app of 
course. We had a lot of amazing feedback for all the speakers 
and the event in general.

What are the main challenges of doing a talk online instead of 
in front of an audience at a conference?
When presenting in front of a live audience, it’s a lot easier 
to “read the crowd” to see if they’re engaged or if they’re 
understanding what you’re talking about. Online you have 
no visual feedback and can be a bit awkward “talking to 
yourself”. Thankfully the moderators did a great job of 

relaying the questions from the participants. These questions 
helped to determine if you needed to cover something in 
more detail or not.

Did you learn some things you want to change or optimize next 
time? Are there already any plans for a follow-up event?
As in all events they’re a few things we can improve on, 
however I like to focus on the things we did really well: get 
a great team, keep it small, and not let any barriers slow 
us down. When we first planned APEX@Home and got Joel 
Kallman involved he kept insisting that we call it “APEX@
Home 2020”. I pushed back and kept saying that this was a 
one-time event… I was wrong and Joel was right. We will look 
at doing APEX@Home 2021 next year! We’ll need to find a 
date that doesn’t conflict with other conferences, but I think 
it’ll be in the mid-April time frame.

APEX@Home was a great community effort. What makes the 
APEX community special?
It starts from the top. Mike Hichwa (the founder of APEX) 
has done an amazing job building out a great team. The 
entire team is very accessible to the community and 
constantly fostering an open environment. I can’t think of 
any other development team that is this open with their end 
users. This relationship has really set the tone for the rest of 
the community.

Martin, thanks a lot for taking your time.

Martin is the director of innovation at Insum. He is also the 
founder of OraOpenSource and an Oracle ACE Director. 
You can follow Martin on his blog at talkapex.com and on 
Twitter @martindsouza.

About Martin D’Souza
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An Intercontinental Friendship that 
Started Through Oracle
Craig Shallahamer from the United States and Martin Klier from Germany both share a long friendship. In our 
interview, the two Oracle ACE Directors talk about how they first met through Oracle and how their relationship 
developed from mentorship to friendship.

Interview by Christian Luda
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When did you first meet and how did your friendship develop?
Martin: My “first contact” was one of Craig’s classes for 
performance forecasting, I think it was 2003 in Frankfurt. 
So far, this was not exactly “to meet” – I was one of many 
students, quite young, with little experience. Craig was the 
famous Oracle ACE Director and book author - I doubt he 
noticed me at all. The year after, Craig was back in Germany, 
Munich this time, with another class I was interested in, but 
not able to attend. We mailed a bit about it, and I had the 
chance to pick him up and we had a pleasant afternoon in the 
city, together with his wife, Katrina. I guess this is the point 
when it really started.

Craig: Like Martin said, we first met in one of my training 
classes. I distinctly remember Martin because he listened 
intently and took the content very seriously. I could tell he 
wanted to make Oracle performance the center of his career. 
When I recognize this, I pay more attention to the student. But 
what cemented him in my memory was, that he wrote a blog 
post about his experience. That is very rare. Then when Martin 
made a very long drive to pick me up at the airport, we had 
a chance to talk and share performance war stories. For me, 
that was what shifted our relationship from student/teacher 
to friend. From that point on, every time I was able to visit 
Germany, it seemed like Martin and I got together.

Martin: For me, Craig is a mentor, and was something like my 
“sea-daddy” in the Oracle world. At first, it was the content I 
learned from him: Started loving performance analysis and to 
value Craig’s scientific approach. Later, the way he teaches and 
presents, had a big influence on my personal style. On the way, 
he was my valued counselor when I co-founded a business, and 
one of the highlights was when they surprised me with making 
me an Oracle ACE Director at Collaborate 2018. Today, I admire 
the way Craig embraces new topics, and never becomes boring.

How often do you manage to meet each other?
Martin: In average, I’d guess once a year. The frequency and 
reasons changed over time – in the beginning, Craig travelled a 
lot for his on-site classes. At the time when most of education 
went virtual, I got to a point when it started to become 
useful for me to travel to US conferences, like Collaborate or 
OpenWorld. Likewise, Craig frequently came to DOAG. How it 
will work out in 2020, is yet to be seen.
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Craig: It’s been about once every year. After I shifted my 
training to mostly virtual, my travels to Germany significantly 
decreased. As DOAG took the conference worldwide center 
stage for Oracle DBA conferences, I submitted abstracts to 
DOAG nearly every year. I always attend the Collaborate 
conference and sometimes OpenWorld. So, between those 
three conferences, we have been able to see each other 
consistently. But over time, our families have grown closer as 
well. This is something that is very special and will outlast our 
Oracle careers. The Collaborate conference is where I meet 
my “trusted circle” of Oracle professionals. These are students, 
who became colleagues, who became friends and then family 
friends. These are some of the most special relationships 
I have. Probably five years ago, at Collaborate I noticed it 
became difficult for us quickly communicate using text, so I 
suggested with try Slack. That worked out so well, that we kept 
using Slack every day until today.

Is Oracle your main topic when you meet? What are some of 
the other interests you share?
Martin: Somehow, the Oracle is always “there”… (laughing) 
It’s sneaking into conversations, causing nerd jokes, or offers 
opportunities to share war stories. Usually it’s the reason to 
meet, but not the main topic. Most time, we just enjoy the 
company, try to catch up on details, discuss matters of our 
small businesses. If we have something in common outside 
Oracle, then it surely is to be interested in travel, foreign 
countries and cultures.

Craig: As Martin said, Oracle will always be there. Interestingly, 
all my Oracle friends share common nerd backgrounds. For 
example, Ham Radio, Sinclair ZX80, building your own PC, etc. 
Who else in the world does this stuff? There are many other 
strange connections we discover over time. It’s like a never-
ending journey of discovery.

You both are very active in your respective Oracle User Groups.  
Can you talk a little bit about your passion for user groups? 
Craig: User groups have been my connection point with DBAs 
around the world. For sure, OUGs are a very important part of 
my business. For me, DBAs are very unique and special. And, 
we share common life experiences. User Groups are how I 
maintain my connections with hundreds of DBAs. User Groups 
enrich my life and help transform my career into someone 
more personal. Every one of my “trusted Oracle circle” is or 
has been involved with an OUG at the board level or deeply 
involved with the Collaborate DBA Track.

Martin: To be honest, I don’t care much about the organizational 
structure of a user group. What matters most, is the “band of 
brothers” you can find and maintain there: The women and men 
who should be one’s competitors in the market, but who turn out 
being friends in the end. Naturally, sometimes it’s time to take 
over responsibility for something within the organization, but 
that’s duty, not passion. Passion is to share knowledge and bring 
people together. In Germany, there is no better spot to do so 
than being part of the DOAG Database Community and helping 
to run a regional DOAG group, in my case Nuremberg.

Craig, what do you love most about coming to Germany?
Craig: I first visited Germany in the early 1990’s. I was working 
for Oracle Consulting upgrading Oracle Financials for BP. The 
base of our operations was in Hamburg. We would do the 
upgrade locally, make note of anything strange, then travel 
to the remote BP offices to physically do the real upgrade 
then return back to Hamburg. Repeat. On this project, my 
wife and only daughter at the time (18 months old) where 
with me. We traveled from Hamburg to cities all over Europe 
that summer. But our “home” was Hamburg. Ever since that 
project, Germany has had a special place in my heart. Meeting 
Martin and his family, was a continuation of that journey which 
started back in the early 1990’s.
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And Martin, what do you love most about coming to the States? 
Martin: First, somehow, despite all flaws, the United States are 
something special. Being far from perfect, the Americans have 
a special style to deal with everything: Do it, don’t complain. 
I am fascinated by that. Second, a group of Craig’s friends 
from all over the US, all somewhat Oracle related. They once 
accepted me in their midst within a few hours, and still make 
every trip to the States a special one. And, not at least, I love 
the endless landscape of the West, the road trips, the miles 
and miles, and the amazing view from Craig’s sun deck.

What inspirations could you take home from your visits 
abroad to your respective user group work at home?
Craig: There are many ways to accomplish the same goals. 
OUGs are special, so let’s treat them special.

Martin: Exchanging speakers promotes understanding for 
each other, that’s one point. And understanding is the basis 
for working together, in a coordinated way. The more User 
Groups know about user’s demands in other countries, the 
better they can cooperate. Oracle User Groups need each 
other, to be able to speak with one voice to the vendor 
Oracle. Another point is, you can always learn something 
about running an Oracle event. Everybody wants to have the 
best conference – so we continuously steal ideas from each 
other, of course! (laughing)

Martin, from your point of view what is Craig’s greatest 
Oracle expertise? Craig, what is Martin’s?
Martin: Without doubt, Craig’s greatest expertise is to be a gifted 
teacher. His ability to simplify things in the right way for an 
audience, and the knack how to present it, is unmatched in my 
opinion. With spot on Oracle, I’d say it is performance analysis. 
The systematic, scientific approach – to collect evidence, not 
guesses – makes the difference in every single case. 

Craig: Well, it’s been awesome to see Martin’s career blossom. 
But for me, what makes Martin special in the Oracle world is his 
desire to collaborate with Oracle technology towards reaching 
a performance goal. I will explain. Most people try and force 
Oracle to work a certain way to reach a specific performance 
goal. While Martin may have the same goal, with his depth 
of Oracle knowledge, he will try to improve performance by 
working with Oracle instead of forcing Oracle to behave a 
specific way. Martin’s approach will likely work for many years, 
because the solution is not so brittle and fragile. It’s like Martin 
is working with the spirit of the law, not the letter of the law. 
An example would be, trying to help the optimizer make the 
best decision, instead of using a bunch of SQL hints. If you work 
with the optimizer, your solution will likely continue to perform 
for many years even as the optimizer evolves. To optimize 
performance like this, you must have a deep understanding of 
Oracle’s technology and the perspective of an artist. It’s difficult 
to explain but it’s wonderful to see in action.

Craig and Martin, thanks a lot for taking your time.
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Being in IT business as a specialist for Linux, Martin has 
been involved in the administration of Oracle Databases 
for about fifteen years now. The integration of large Oracle-
based high-availability solutions (MAA) with RAC and Data 
Guard were the first challenges. In the last years, he largely 
moved into performance analysis and tuning of complex 
systems with dynamically changing load profiles. Skeptical 
needs assessments, thorough architecture planning, decent 
system sizing, critical benchmarking and experienced load-
focused system analysis are Martin’s formula to success 
in avoiding production downtime. Martin can be found 
speaking on topics regarding “Oracle Core, Performance 
and High Availability” on various national and international 
conferences, like COLLABROATE, OpenWorld or DOAG 
Conference. He frequently blogs about recent issues and 
their solutions at usn-it.de. Martin works a lot for the 
community, especially for DOAG and Linux User Group 
Mitterteich, and is an Oracle ACE Director (Database).

Craig is President and Founder of OraPub, with over 
30 years of experience in consulting, training and tool 
development in analytics (machine learning) and Oracle 
database performance tuning for literally hundreds of 
companies around the world, including Oracle Corporation. 
Craig holds a B.S. in Economics from California Polytechnic 
State University, San Luis Obispo and is an Oracle ACE 
Director. He is a frequent presenter at industry events, 
such as Oracle OpenWorld, COLLABORATE, Rocky 
Mountain Oracle User Group (RMOUG), East Coast Oracle 
User Group (ECO), DOAG, UKOUG, Australia Oracle User 
Group (AUSOUG) and participates in Oracle speaking tours 
in Latin America and Asia Pacific regions. Craig has been 
the IOUG/Quest Oracle User Group’s DBA Track Manager 
for over 5 years and will lead the 2020 Machine Learning 
Hackathon at COLLABORATE.

About Martin KlierAbout Craig Shallahamer
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Oracle Application Express (Part 4):
Find Everything in Your APEX App
How to Use Oracle TEXT

Carsten Czarski
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Introduction
Every business application needs powerful search functionality. 
Whether it’s about working with customers, suppliers, 
orders or something else: many workflows start with looking 
something up.

However, simple substring searching is often not sufficient: 
there might be typos in the data, misunderstandings on 
the phone, or simply accented or special characters not 
available on the keyboard. End users need powerful search 
functionality, similar to what’s available on popular search 
engines on the internet.

The good news is that APEX and the Oracle Database provide 
all required functionality. APEX allows to build powerful 
business applications with high productivity, Oracle TEXT 
provides the ability to implement powerful searching, including 
linguistic features, fuzzy search or query relaxation. 

Let’s start simple:  
Searching within an APEX report
APEX applications often visualize data with Interactive 
Reports or Interactive Grids. Both components provide search 
functionality out-of-the-box; the application developer does 
not need to do anything. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of an 
Interactive Grid with a current search for “sales”.

This works fine in most cases, but there are limitations:
• For large amounts of data, search can become slow, since the 

underlying SQL filters (e.g. %term%) cannot be supported by 
indexes.

• There is no fuzzy, or similarity search. Particularly looking up 
a name often causes end user headache, due to accented or 
other special characters, or unknown spelling.

SQL functions can help to some extent: The Oracle database 
allows to ignore accents or other diacritics when executing 

Fig. 1: Search using Interactive Grid in APEX
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the WHERE clause of a SQL query (“linguistic indexes”). The 
SOUNDEX SQL function supports phonetic similarity, but it 
only supports the English language. There is no standard SQL 
function supporting language-independent similarity search.

Oracle TEXT comes to the rescue: The full text engine, which is 
part of the Oracle database, was originally designed to support 
search within documents stored in the database. But with some 
additional PL/SQL code, Oracle TEXT can be used for relational 
data, in rows and columns, as well.

Oracle TEXT: Fundamentals
Basically, Oracle TEXT is there to index documents, using an 
inverted list implementation (these documents can either 
be stored in the table, or be generated on-the-fly during the 
indexing process). An Oracle TEXT index is thus very different 
to a normal index on a database column.

In a nutshell, the indexing process first splits the documents 
into sections, then these are split up into tokens. The tokens 
are then being written to the index, together with information 
about their occurrence. Actually, there is much more to say 
about this, but this would be far beyond the scope of this 
article. For more details about Oracle TEXT indexes, have a 
look into the Oracle TEXT Developers Guide handbook, which 
is part of the Database documentation library.

Once the Oracle TEXT index is created and available, search 
can be performed using a SQL Query and the CONTAINS 
operator, as outlined in listing 1.

Oracle TEXT on relational data:  
Building the Index
Let’s now focus on building an Oracle TEXT index on a plain 
relational table. As a very simple example, we will look at the 

tables of the Sample Database Application, which comes as 
one of the APEX Packaged Applications. We want to improve 
searching on the DEMO_CUSTOMERS table.

An Oracle TEXT index is being created on a table column 
(like a normal index), but (unlike a normal index) it can work 
on data coming from other table columns, other tables, 
or even from a completely different data source. These 
attributes are maintained as the Datastore Preference; which 
is configured by the developer before the index is being 
created. The following list enumerates some of the available 
datastore types.

• DIRECT_DATASTORE:
Just index the data, as present in the table column. This is the 
default and used when the table column already contains 
documents as a BLOB or CLOB.

• MULTICOLUMN_DATASTORE:
The index is created on one column (the index column), but 
the data actually comes from multiple (other) table columns. 
Oracle TEXT builds “virtual XML documents”, with the column 
name as the XML tag and the content as the tag value.

--
-- this is a simple Oracle TEXT query
--
select employee_id, first_name, last_name
  from employees_search
 where contains( full_name, john and doe’ ) > 0;

--
-- this Oracle TEXT query uses the “fuzzy” operator for similarity search
--
select employee_id, first_name, last_name
  from employees_search
 where contains( full_name, ?john and ?doe’ ) > 0;

Listing 1: Simple Oracle TEXT Queries using the CONTAINS SQL operator
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• FILE_DATASTORE:
The table column contains paths, pointing to files on the 
database server. Oracle TEXT will actually read these files and 
index the contents.

•  USER_DATASTORE:
This is the most powerful datastore type. In this case, the 
developer provides a PL/SQL procedure which accepts 
a ROWID as input and which returns a CLOB, BLOB or 
VARCHAR2 as output: The procedure implementation actually 
“tells” the index where the data comes from.

With a USER_DATASTORE, we can have Oracle TEXT to work 
on whatever data source we want. The data to be indexed can 
come from the same table, another table, from the file system 
or from the network (e.g. UTL_HTTP). 

Although a MULTICOLUMN_DATASTORE would be sufficient for 
our example on the DEMO_CUSTOMERS table, this article will 
illustrate working with a USER_DATASTORE.

Building the USER_DATASTORE
Listing 2 illustrates the signature, which the PL/SQL procedure 
for a USER_DATASTORE must implement.

This already tells us, how Oracle TEXT and this procedure are 
working together: When the index is being created, Oracle 
TEXT will walk through the table row-by-row. For each row it 
will call this PL/SQL procedure, passing the ROWID as input. 
The procedure will then execute its implementation, e.g. 
select some data, generate a VARCHAR2, CLOB or BLOB and 
pass that back to Oracle TEXT. The indexing process will then 
continue in splitting up the received “document” into sections 
and tokens in order to build the index. Listing 3 shows a simple 
implementation for the User Datastore PL/SQL procedure.

create or replace procedure uds_procedure(
  rid         in            rowid,
  tlob        in out nocopy varchar2 | clob | blob )

create or replace procedure uds_procedure(
    rid   in            rowid,
    tlob  in out nocopy varchar2 )
is
begin
    for i in (
        select * from demo_customers where rowid = rid )
     loop
        tlob := ‘<CUST_FIRST_NAME>’       ||
                    i.CUST_FIRST_NAME          ||
                ‘</CUST_FIRST_NAME>’      ||
                ‘<CUST_LAST_NAME>’        ||
                     i.CUST_LAST_NAME          ||
                ‘</CUST_LAST_NAME>’       ||
                :
    end loop;
end uds_procedure;

Listing 2: Signature for the USER_DATASTORE PL/SQL procedure

Listing 3: Simple User Datastore PL/SQL implementation
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The next step (listing 4) will register the user datastore PL/SQL 
procedure with Oracle TEXT. 

Oracle TEXT also allows to configure, how the Oracle TEXT lexer 
splits text into tokens; these parameters are stored as the 
Lexer Preference. Listing 6 shows, how to enable the very useful 
Base Letter feature, which ignores all accents and diacritics 
when building the index or executing a search query.

begin
    ctx_ddl.create_preference(
        preference_name => ‘my_datastore_preference’,
        object_name     => ‘user_datastore’);

    ctx_ddl.set_attribute(
        preference_name => ‘my_datastore_preference’,
        attribute_name  => ‘procedure’,
        attribute_value => ‘uds_procedure’);
end;

begin
    ctx_ddl.create_preference(
        preference_name => ‘my_lexer_preference’,
        object_name     => ‘basic_lexer’);

    ctx_ddl.set_attribute(
        preference_name => ‘my_lexer_preference’,
        attribute_name  => ‘BASE_LETTER’,
        attribute_value => ‘YES’);
    ctx_ddl.set_attribute(
        preference_name => ‘my_lexer_preference’,
        attribute_name  => ‘BASE_LETTER_TYPE’,
        attribute_value => ‘GENERIC’);
end;

create index ft_demo_customers on demo_customers( cust_last_name )
indextype is ctxsys.context
parameters(‘
    datastore      my_datastore_preference
    lexer          my_lexer_preference
    section group  my_section_group
    stoplist       ctxsys.empty_stoplist
    memory 500M’)

begin
    ctx_ddl.create_section_group(
        group_name => ‘my_section_group’,
        group_type => ‘auto_section_group’);
end;

After that, the searchable sections and their attributes for 
Oracle TEXT are being declared (listing 5). Each XML Tag is a 
section, and different sections can provide different search 
capabilities. For this example, we’ll go with the simplest 
possible alternative: all sections will provide default search 
features. The Oracle TEXT documentation contains very 
detailed information about the different section types and 
their features.

Listing 4: Register the User Datastore PL/SQL procedure with Oracle TEXT

Listing 5: Declare all sections as searchable with default attributes

After all parameters have been declared (as preferences), it’s 
time to actually build the Oracle TEXT Index. This is done using 
a CREATE INDEX statement, as illustrated in listing 7.

Listing 6: Configure Oracle TEXT to ignore accents and diacritics

Listing 7: Create the Oracle TEXT index
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Using Oracle TEXT in APEX components
Interactive Grid, introduced in APEX 5.1, was the first 
component providing native, declarative support for 
Oracle TEXT. Once the text index is created, it can 
be easily hooked up for usage in Interactive Grid, by 
simply configuring the Oracle Text Index Column 
attribute in Page Designer (fig. 2)

Now, Oracle TEXT features will be used for row 
searches with the Interactive Grid search field (fig. 3).

However, we don’t really want end users having to 
type in the question mark, in order to perform a fuzzy 
search. And there is not only the question mark − 
Oracle TEXT provides even more Query Operators to 
control how search has to be performed. No end user 
wants to learn this syntax − they simply want to type 
in a search term and see results.

Thus, there is a need to “translate” the end user’s 
search term to the actual Oracle TEXT query. This  
can be done with (again) a PL/SQL procedure  
(listing 8 shows a simple example). Developers, being 
familiar with Oracle TEXT and its capabilities, can 
craft translations from simple search terms to very 
powerful Oracle TEXT queries.

create or replace function convert_to_text_query(
    p_end_user_query in varchar2 )
    return varchar2
is
begin
    return ‘?’ || replace( p_end_user_query, ‘?’, ‘’ );
end convert_to_text_query;

Fig. 2: Configuring the Oracle TEXT Index Column in Interactive Grid

Fig. 3: Fuzzy search within Interactive Grid - powered by Oracle TEXT Listing 8: PL/SQL function to convert a search term to a text query
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After creation, the function must be configured to be used in 
APEX. Up to APEX 19.1, Interactive Grid is the only component 
which supports Oracle TEXT. Thus, the Oracle TEXT Function is 
configured in Shared Components, Component Settings, 
Interactive Grid.

Starting with APEX 19.2, Oracle TEXT is also supported 
by Interactive Reports, the new Popup LOV and Faceted 
Search. The Oracle TEXT Function is now configured in 
Shared Components, Application Definition Attributes 
(fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: The Oracle TEXT function translates end user queries to Oracle TEXT syntax
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Now fuzzy search will 
just work, without the 
end user having to 
think about anything 
(fig. 5).

The Popup LOV, 
introduced with 
APEX 19.2, is a very 
interesting component 
to use with Oracle 
TEXT. Fig. 6 shows, 
how to configure the 
Oracle TEXT index 
column for a List of 
Values (LOV).

Fig. 7 shows how the 
popup LOV works 
for the end user. 
Since the Oracle TEXT 
Function has already 
been configured for 
the APEX application, 
it will be used for 
the LOV as well. The 
APEX application not 
only provides fuzzy 
search for the grid 
report, but also for the 
popup LOV, which is 
often used to look up 
and choose business 
entities.

Fig. 6: Configuring the Oracle Text Index Column for an LOV.

Fig. 7: Fuzzy search in action - for the Popup LOV

Fig. 5: Interactive Grid using Oracle TEXT and the Oracle TEXT function
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If more control on 
results display is needed, 
developers can use 
Classic Reports and their 
variety of report templates. 
However, Classic Reports 
do not provide declarative 
support for Oracle TEXT, 
so developers need to 
provide the SQL Query with 
the CONTAINS function 
themselves. Listing 9 shows 
an example.

A page, containing the 
Classic Report and a page 
item named PX_SEARCH 
would look as in fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows, how the same 
report looks with the Search 
Results report template 
applied: This is close to the 
look and feel of a search 
engine.

Listing 9: Custom SQL Query to use Oracle TEXT within a classic report

Fig. 8: Classic Report with Search item using Oracle TEXT

Fig. 9. Classic Report using Oracle TEXT and the Search Results report template

select customer_id,
       cust_first_name,
       cust_last_name,
       cust_email
       phone_number1
  from demo_customers
 where contains( cust_last_name, convert_to_text_query( :PX_SEARCH ) ) > 0
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Summary
The ability to do “fuzzy searching” can add tremendous value 
to almost every business application, but is often neglected by 
SQL, PL/SQL or APEX developers. The reason is most likely, that 
there is no direct support in the SQL standard for this.

But the good news is: The Oracle database has everything on 
board. Oracle TEXT is part of all database editions, provides 
fuzzy search and other linguistic features and can be used in 
SQL queries with the CONTAINS query operator.

This makes it very easy to hook up Oracle TEXT functionality 
in APEX applications. APEX 19.2, released back in November 
2019, extends declarative support for Oracle TEXT to 
Interactive Reports, the Popup LOV and Faceted Search: Fuzzy 
search is enabled with just a few mouse clicks.

More Information
• Information and environment to test-drive APEX

http://apex.oracle.com/en
• Oracle TEXT Handbook (Database Documentation Library)

https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-
database/18/ccapp/index.html

• Oracle Application Express Blog
http://blogs.oracle.com/apex

Carsten works for Oracle in Germany since 2001. He 
started in the Presales organization helping customers 
and partners regarding database-centric application 
development. Since March 2016, Carsten is a member of 
the Application Express development team. Focus of his 
work is on the new support for REST services in APEX – 
beyond that Carsten looks after the Calendar component 
and the Data Loading facility. He is a frequent speaker at 
international user group conferences.

About Carsten Czarski
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An Introduction to Volume 
Performance Unit

Oracle has introduced a new feature to control the performance 
of Block Volume, that is the Volume Performance Unit (VPU). It’s 
easy to manage and can be controlled with Console, API, and CLI. 
Its dynamic nature makes it the best option.

André Luiz Dutra Ontalba 
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What Is Block Volume?
Block Volume provides high-performance constant cloud 
storage in a wide range of application workloads. It helps to 
provide network storage that can be used with OCI instances.

Volume Performance Unit (VPU) – New Feature
• Oracle charges it according to the performance units per GB 

per month.
• Higher IOPS and throughput corresponds to higher VPU.
• VPU is inversely proportional to the cost of the storage.
• Measured in terms of IO per second and Throughput per GB.

For Block Volume Elastic Performance, there are three elastic 
performance configuration options, as described below.

Balanced: This is the default setting for new and existing 
block and boot volumes. It provides a good balance between 
performance and cost savings for most workloads, including 
those that perform random I/O such as boot volumes. This 
option provides linear performance scaling with 60 IOPS/GB up 
to 25,000 IOPS per volume. Throughput scales at 480 KBPS/GB 
up to a maximum of 480 MBPS per volume. With this option 
you are purchasing 10 VPUs per GB/month.

Higher Performance: Recommended for workloads with 
the highest I/O requirements, requiring the best possible 
performance, such as large databases. This option provides 
the best linear performance scale with 75 IOPS/GB up to a 
maximum of 35,000 IOPS per volume. Throughput also scales 
at the highest rate at 600 KBPS/GB up to a maximum of 480 
MBPS per volume. With this option you are purchasing 20 
VPUs per GB/month.

Lower Cost: Recommended for throughput intensive 
workloads with large sequential I/O, such as streaming, log 
processing, and data warehouses. The cost is only the storage 
cost, there is no additional VPU cost. This option gives you 
linear scaling 2 IOPS/GB up to a maximum of 3,000 IOPS per 
volume. This option is only available for block volumes, it is not 
available for boot volumes.

The table below lists the performance characteristics for each 
elastic performance level.

Performance Level IOPS/GB Max IOPS/Volume Throughput/GB Max Throughput/
Volume

VPUs/GB

Lower Cost 2 3,000 240 up to 480 0

Balanced 60 25,000 480 480 10

Higher Performance 75 35,000 600 480 20
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Configuring Volume Performance
You can configure the volume performance for 
a block volume when you create a volume. You 
can also change the volume performance for 
an existing block volume.

Create a new volume
Log into Oracle Cloud and click “Block Storage”, 
select “Block Volumes” (fig. 1) and then click in 
“Create Block Volume” (fig. 2). Enter the details 
of Block Volume (shown below) and click the 
button “Create Block Volume” (fig. 3). 

Name: BV_PERF_UNIT
Compartment : <keep value>

Availability Domain : <keep value> 

Size (in GB) : 50

Compartment for Backup Policies : <keep value>

Backup Policy:  Bronze

Volume Perfomance : Lower Cost – For this example

Encryption : Encrypt using Oracle-Managed Keys.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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This process will take 
between 1 and 2 minutes to 
complete, before the Block 
Volume is available (fig. 4).

Change the volume 
performance

Log into Oracle Cloud and 
click the “Block Storage” 
and then “Block Volumes” 
to select your block volume. 
For this example, we use 
BV_PERF_UNIT (fig. 5). Click in 
“Change Performance” (fig. 6). 

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6
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Here, you have the 
possibility to select the 
best options for your 
environment.  For this 
test, let’s select “Balanced” 
and click the button 
“Change Performance” 
(fig. 7). Again, this process 
will take between 1 and 2 
minutes to complete until 
the Block Volume with the 
changed performance is 
available (fig. 8).
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Figure 8
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André is an Oracle ACE member who graduated in 
Computer Science and specializes in Oracle Database with 
solid knowledge in Engineered Systems, Performance & 
Tuning, RAC, Oracle Cloud and Oracle ERP’s System; He has 
been working with Oracle for 17 years, certified OCP Oracle 
11 / 12g / Cloud and has more than 27 other certifications 
in Oracle products. He currently works as a Senior 
Database Architect at Sogeti Luxembourg, a Capgemini 
Group company. André is also the founder of the 
Luxembourg Oracle Users Group (LUXOUG) and a writer 
for OTN, GPO (Oracle Brazil User Group) and LUXOUG.  
Twitter: @aontalba / blog: http://www.dbadutra.com/

About André Luiz Dutra Ontalba 

On the Storage pricing, Oracle has added Block Volume 
Performance unit which is priced as

Performance Units Per GB/Month
• 0 VPUs at $0 for Lower Cost
• 10 VPUs at $0.017 for Balanced
• 20 VPUs at $0.034 for Higher Performance

As of now, OCI Block Volume Elastic Performance has 
2 limitations:

• Only changes Block volumes elastic performance 
configuration on three volumes concurrently per tenancy.

• Boot volumes only have 2 options: Balanced or Higher 
performance.

This feature is definitely going to help the customer on the 
performance side and will save the costs as well. 
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What’s Your 
Super-Power? 
Mine is 
Autonomous 
Database 
and Machine 
Learning 
(Part 3)

Jim Czuprynski

ML
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Introduction
You’re starting to see the value that the analytic functions 
and machine learning (ML) algorithms that are an intrinsic 
part of Oracle Database can provide for your IT organization’s 
burgeoning data science community, business units, and 
application developers. If you’ve taken those next steps – 
building a data model here, experimenting with a real-world 
use case there – you’re probably considering polishing and 
perfecting your ML knowledge base so you can show your 
team how to best benefit from these powerful analytic tools.

Building on the previous article in this series, Oracle ACE 
Director Jim Czuprynski demonstrates how to take your ML 
skills to that next level. Expanding on his earlier examples 
of how to refine the ML model he built to locate “flippable” 
voters in an upcoming election, Jim shows how to plumb the 
model more deeply to determine its accuracy as well as how to 
adjust it for deeper insights into the patterns it reveals. He also 
illustrates how to leverage Application Express (APEX) to enable 
his end users to create new variations of the model and view 
their results via APEX’s visualization toolsets.

Developing Our Super-Powers:  
Where Are We So Far?
In the previous article in this series, we:

• Identified a specific real-world use case – the need to identify 
“flippable” voters for an election campaign – to focus 
volunteer resources more effectively

• Constructed and validated a Decision Tree ML model to 
predict the outcome of a simple strategy to identify those 
“flippable” voters

• Leveraged Oracle Analytic Cloud (OAC) to report against and 
visualize the ML model’s results

Now, we will take a look at how to leverage Oracle Application 
Express (APEX) to develop robust applications to refine and 
execute ML models, visualize their results, and even assist with 
data management – especially when those data sources are 
external to a traditional Oracle database. I’ll also show how 
OAC’s built-in analytic engine and data cleansing capabilities 
can help identify missing or confusing data within a dataset – 
something that data scientists constantly complain about to 
their DBAs. 

Revisiting the Voter Flippability Model
Since my previous article, I have continued to improve the 
voter flippability model by eliminating some unnecessarily 
complex voter attributes that brought no additional value to 
identifying those voters. The latest tweak I made to the data 
source – view VEVO.LIKELY_CONVERTS – is shown in Listing 1.  
Note that in this iteration, I’m concentrating on just two key 
voter attributes – how many times they have registered as 
a Democrat in the past, and whether they voted at all in the 
most recent general election.  I also added a new counter 
(NEVERDEM_COUNT) to identify any voters who have never 

-----
-- Latest version of VEVO.LIKELY_CONVERTS view
-----
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW vevo.likely_converts
AS
SELECT 
     v_id
    ,likely_dem
    ,nondem_count
    ,gen_election_count
  FROM 
     vevo.voters
  ,(SELECT
         vr_dems.vr_v_id
        ,vr_dems.dem_count
        ,vr_nondems.nondem_count
        ,vr_neverdems.neverdem_count
        ,vr_consistent_voter.gen_election_count
        ,CASE
            WHEN (vr_consistent_voter.gen_election_count > 1) 
             AND (vr_dems.dem_count > 0) 
             AND (vr_nondems.nondem_count > 2) THEN ‘1’
            WHEN (vr_consistent_voter.gen_election_count > 1) 
             AND (vr_dems.dem_count > 0) 
             AND (vr_nondems.nondem_count > 0) THEN ‘1’
            ELSE ‘0’
         END AS likely_dem
     FROM  
      -----
      -- Which voters have declared as Democrat in the 2018 congressional 
      -- district primary?
      -----
     (SELECT 
           vr_v_id
          ,DECODE(vr_party_abbr, ‘D’, 1, 0) dem_count
      FROM vevo.voting_results
     WHERE vr_election_abbr = ‘PRI2018’
     ) vr_dems
      -----
      -- Which voters declared themselves as either Independent or Republican
      -- at least twice in the prior 4 congressional district primaries?
      -----
    ,(SELECT
           vr_v_id
          ,COUNT(vr_election_abbr) nondem_count
        FROM vevo.voting_results
       WHERE vr_election_abbr IN (‘PRI2010’,’PRI2012’,’PRI2014’,’PRI2016’) 
         AND vr_party_abbr IN (‘I’, ‘R’)
       GROUP BY vr_v_id
       ) vr_nondems
      -----
      -- Which voters have declared themselves as +only+ Republican
      -- in the prior 4 congressional district primaries?
      -----
    ,(SELECT
           vr_v_id
          ,COUNT(vr_election_abbr) neverdem_count
        FROM vevo.voting_results
       WHERE vr_election_abbr IN (‘PRI2010’,’PRI2012’,’PRI2014’,’PRI2016’) 
         AND vr_party_abbr = ‘R’
       GROUP BY vr_v_id
       ) vr_neverdems
      -----
      -- Which voters voted +at least once+ in last five general elections?
      -----
    ,(SELECT
           vr_v_id
          ,COUNT(vr_election_abbr) gen_election_count
        FROM vevo.voting_results
       WHERE vr_election_abbr IN
        (‘GEN2010’,’GEN2012’,’GEN2014’,’GEN2016’,’GEN2018’) 
       GROUP BY vr_v_id
       ) vr_consistent_voter
    WHERE vr_dems.vr_v_id = vr_nondems.vr_v_id
      AND vr_dems.vr_v_id = vr_neverdems.vr_v_id
      AND vr_dems.vr_v_id = vr_consistent_voter.vr_v_id
   ) vr_scoring
 WHERE v_id = vr_scoring.vr_v_id;

declared their affinity as a Democrat during the four previous primary 
contests in 2010, 2012, 2014 and 2016 – a criterion I’ll use later for 
additional screening as I prepare my model for the next rounds of 
flippable voter identification.

Listing 1. New LIKELY_CONVERTS View
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Trust, But Verify: How Accurate Are My ML 
Model’s Predictions?
We looked at one of the Decision Tree model’s results in my 
prior article – the probability that the model offered some 
significant “lift,” or a better than 50-50 chance, to identify 
flippable voters through the COMPUTE_LIFT procedure. But 
now, it’s time to explore the actual reliability of the model’s 
results, for as the well-known Russian proverb says, Doveryai, 
no proveryai: “Trust, but verify.”  

While the ML model I built demonstrated measurable lift 
across several quantiles after applying the 40% of voters 
reserved for testing the model, I also realized there’s a good 
chance that the model still may harbor some degree of error. 
As I noted in my earlier article, a voter may have appeared 
to shift her allegiance to the opposite party over the span 
of a few elections for many reasons. For example, she may 
cross over to vote against a disliked candidate if she knows 
her actual party’s candidate is sure to win in the primary, thus 
not “wasting” her opportunity to vote; she may even vote for 
the weakest candidate in the opposition’s slate to increase 
her own party’s chances to win against a poorly-funded or 
inexperienced opponent. 

The consequences of erroneous predictions range from 
slight embarrassment – say, a volunteer attempting to recruit 
support from a voter who is utterly unflippable* – to complete 
mistrust from campaign organizers, volunteers, staff, and 
perhaps even the candidate herself.

Therefore, I need to investigate two potential types of errors in 
my model’s results:

• Were there any false positives – that is, a voter identified 
erroneously as flippable, when they clearly were not? 

• Equally important, were there any false negatives – i.e. a voter 
rejected as flappable – when they actually could have been 
flipped?

Fortunately, I can determine the reliability of my model  
with the help of two other procedures already built into 
DBMS_DATA_MINING. 

Note: I personally experienced this during a volunteer 
“get out the vote” telephone calling campaign to potential 
voters. It was beyond unpleasant, quite demoralizing, and 
required direct application of a cold adult beverage to my 
bruised ego.
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Seeing Clearer: The 
Confusion Matrix 
Listing 2 illustrates how I built a new 
table named VEVO.CONFUSION_
MATRIX that captures counts of 
false positives and false negatives 
using procedure COMPUTE_
CONFUSION_MATRIX. 

I’ve translated the results from the 
Confusion Matrix statistics in Figure 
1 and it’s not comforting news. Of 
the nearly 31,000 voters – the 40% 
of the sample of 75,000+ voters 
that I used to test my model – only 
77% ((3,286 + 19,824) / 30,099) of 
those tested are true positives or 
negatives, and the remainder of 23% 
are either false positives or negatives 
((4,807 + 2,182) / 30,999).

Looking Deeper: 
Receiving Operator 
Characteristics
For a deeper look at how the 
algorithm used the test data to 
identify false positives and false 
negatives, as well as to get some 
advice on how to fine-tune the 
model to possibly avoid them being 
created, I also generated Receiving 
Operator Characteristics (ROC). 

-----
-- Capture Confusion Matrix statistics to determine false positives, false
-- negatives, and accuracy of Decision Tree model predictions
-----
DROP TABLE vevo.confusion_matrix PURGE;
SET SERVEROUTPUT ON
DECLARE
  ccm_accuracy  NUMBER := 0;
BEGIN
    DBMS_DATA_MINING.COMPUTE_CONFUSION_MATRIX (
      accuracy                     => ccm_accuracy
     ,apply_result_table_name      => ‘CONVERTS_APPLIED_RESULT’
     ,target_table_name            => ‘CONVERTS_TESTING_SAMPLE’
     ,case_id_column_name          => ‘V_ID’
     ,target_column_name           => ‘LIKELY_DEM’
     ,confusion_matrix_table_name  => ‘CONFUSION_MATRIX’
     ,score_column_name            => ‘PREDICTION’
     ,score_criterion_column_name  => ‘PROBABILITY’
     ,apply_result_schema_name     => ‘VEVO’
     ,target_schema_name           => ‘VEVO’
     ,cost_matrix_schema_name      => NULL
     ,cost_matrix_table_name       => NULL
     ,score_criterion_type         => ‘PROBABILITY’
   );
EXCEPTION
  WHEN OTHERS THEN 
    DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(‘Unexpected error!’);
    
  DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(‘Accuracy = ‘ || ccm_accuracy);
END;
/

Listing 2. Generating the Confusion Matrix

Figure 1. Confusion Matrix Results
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The code in Listing 3 uses the COMPUTE_ROC procedure 
to create a more detailed look at false positives and false 
negatives, capturing these statistics into another new table, 
VEVO.ROC_FACTORS. 

The formatted ROC statistics displayed in Listing 4 lend 
additional guidance as to how modifying input parameters to 
my Decision Tree model could potentially impact its accuracy. 

• The Probability value ranges from 0.32602 to 0.07937 from its 
first through eighth quantiles. 

• The data for each corresponding quantile gives me a 
measure of how changing my model’s probability threshold 
to a value different than the current one – the default, P 
= 0.50000 – would reduce the number of false positives. 
However, reducing false positives has a corresponding impact 
on the number of false negatives as well.

• Finally, note that the last quantile (P = 0.07937) does reflect 
the exact number of true and false negatives that the 
Confusion Matrix does.

The key realization from these ROC statistics is that if I do 
decide to change my model’s probability threshold to a 
different value, there is a risk of introducing additional false 
negatives and true negatives to the results. Essentially, I 
need to investigate exactly why this particular set of 40% 
selected as test cases from the 75,000 target voters have 
performed so poorly when evaluated. It could also mean that 
the binary classification method I’ve established to identify a 
flippable voter may need to be adjusted before implementing 
my current model in the field. I’ll discuss some additional 
methods I can employ to adjust this model in the next article 
in this series.

-----
-- Capture Receiving Operator Characteristics (ROC) statistics to help
-- determine accuracy of Decision Tree model predictions
-----
DROP TABLE vevo.roc_factors PURGE;

SET SERVEROUTPUT ON

DECLARE
  roc_under_curve NUMBER := 0;
BEGIN
   DBMS_DATA_MINING.COMPUTE_ROC (
      roc_area_under_curve         => roc_under_curve
     ,apply_result_table_name      => ‘CONVERTS_APPLIED_RESULT’
     ,target_table_name            => ‘CONVERTS_TESTING_SAMPLE’
     ,case_id_column_name          => ‘V_ID’
     ,target_column_name           => ‘LIKELY_DEM’
     ,roc_table_name               => ‘ROC_FACTORS’
     ,positive_target_value        => ‘1’
     ,score_column_name            => ‘PREDICTION’
     ,score_criterion_column_name  => ‘PROBABILITY’
   );

EXCEPTION
  WHEN OTHERS THEN 
    DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(‘Unexpected error!’);
    
  DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(‘Area Under ROC Curve = ‘ || 
                        ROUND(roc_under_curve, 4));

END;
/

                                                         True     False
                 True     False     False      True  Positive  Positive
Probability Positives Negatives Positives Negatives  Fraction  Fraction
----------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
     .32602     3,886     4,207     8,441    13,565    .48017    .38358
     .26382     5,667     2,426    13,254     8,752    .70023    .60229
     .23363     6,094     1,999    14,830     7,176    .75300    .67391
     .22550     7,700       393    20,306     1,700    .95144    .92275
     .20751     8,005        88    21,511       495    .98913    .97751
     .10618     8,073        20    21,793       213    .99753    .99032
     .09028     8,081        12    21,872       134    .99852    .99391
     .07937     8,093         0    22,006         0   1.00000   1.00000

Listing 3. Generating Receiving Operator Characteristics

Listing 4. ROC Statistics Output
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Finding Trees in the Forest: 
Exploring Control Knobs and 
Model Metadata
Let’s start with a look at the model’s pertinent 
settings. Listing 5 explores the settings that the 
model used during creation of the model itself, 
including default settings I accepted during 
its creation via calls to DBMS_DATA_MINING 
procedures.

There are quite a few possible control knobs 
here that influence exactly how the Decision 
Tree algorithm applies its mathematics to 
construct root, branch, and leaf nodes during 
data classification. I’ve left the majority of 
these settings at their default values, but as my 
experience grows with the algorithm and the data 
I’m exploring, I’ll examine whether any alternative 
settings would benefit the model’s accuracy 
and usefulness. A complete description of each 
setting is available here. 

In addition, every ML algorithm creates and 
retains a separate set of metadata during model 
execution in several views, and the Decision Tree 
ML algorithm is no exception. I’ll identify them by 
querying the USER_MINING_MODEL_VIEWS data 
dictionary view, as shown in Listing 6. 

-----
-- What settings did the model using during its execution?
-----
COL setting_name    FORMAT A40
COL setting_value   FORMAT A40
SELECT setting_name, setting_value
  FROM user_mining_model_settings
  WHERE model_name = UPPER(‘DT_VEVO_SAMPLE’)
  ORDER BY setting_name;

SETTING_NAME                             SETTING_VALUE                           
---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
ALGO_NAME                                ALGO_DECISION_TREE                      
CLAS_MAX_SUP_BINS                        32                                      
CLAS_WEIGHTS_BALANCED                    OFF                                     
ODMS_DETAILS                             ODMS_ENABLE                             
ODMS_MISSING_VALUE_TREATMENT             ODMS_MISSING_VALUE_AUTO                 
ODMS_SAMPLING                            ODMS_SAMPLING_DISABLE                   
PREP_AUTO                                ON                                      
TREE_IMPURITY_METRIC                     TREE_IMPURITY_GINI                      
TREE_TERM_MAX_DEPTH                      7                                       
TREE_TERM_MINPCT_NODE                    .05                                     
TREE_TERM_MINPCT_SPLIT                   .1                                      
TREE_TERM_MINREC_NODE                    10                                      
TREE_TERM_MINREC_SPLIT                   20                                      

-----
-- What ancillary metadata views did the ML Model produce?
-----
COL view_name       FORMAT A24
COL view_type       FORMAT A40

SELECT view_name, view_type 
  FROM user_mining_model_views
 WHERE model_name = ‘DT_VEVO_SAMPLE’
 ORDER BY view_name;

VIEW_NAME                VIEW_TYPE                               
------------------------ ----------------------------------------
DM$VCDT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Scoring Cost Matrix                     
DM$VGDT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Global Name-Value Pairs                 
DM$VIDT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Decision Tree Statistics                
DM$VMDT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Decision Tree Build Cost Matrix         
DM$VODT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Decision Tree Nodes                     
DM$VPDT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Decision Tree Hierarchy                 
DM$VSDT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Computed Settings                       
DM$VTDT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Classification Targets                  
DM$VWDT_VEVO_SAMPLE      Model Build Alerts    

Listing 5. Decision Tree Model: Model Settings

Listing 6. Decision Tree Model: Additional Metadata Produced
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-----
-- Querying the Decision Tree Hierarchy
-----
SET LINESIZE 250
SET PAGESIZE 2000
COL attribute_name  FORMAT A20
COL elements        FORMAT A60
SELECT 
     level
    ,parent
    ,node
    ,node_support
    ,operator
    ,attribute_name
    ,TO_CLOB(value) elements
  FROM dm$vodt_vevo_sample
CONNECT BY PRIOR node = parent
 START WITH node = 0
 ORDER BY level, parent, node;

                          Node Oper- Attribute                                       
Level Parent   Node      Count ator  Name                 Elements                   
----- ------ ------ ---------- ----- -------------------- ---------------------------
    1             0     45,219                                                       
    2      0      1     22,421 <=    NONDEM_COUNT         <Element>2.5E+000</Element>
    2      0      8     22,798 >     NONDEM_COUNT         <Element>2.5E+000</Element>
    3      1      2     13,418 <=    NONDEM_COUNT         <Element>1.5E+000</Element>
    3      1      5      9,003 >     NONDEM_COUNT         <Element>1.5E+000</Element>
    3      8     17      9,455 <=    NONDEM_COUNT         <Element>3.5E+000</Element>
    3      8     18     13,343 >     NONDEM_COUNT         <Element>3.5E+000</Element>
    4      2      3      2,205 <=    GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>2.5E+000</Element>
    4      2      4     11,213 >     GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>2.5E+000</Element>
    4      5      6      1,886 <=    GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>3.5E+000</Element>
    4      5     16      7,117 >     GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>3.5E+000</Element>
    5      3      9        886 <=    GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>1.5E+000</Element>
    5      3     10      1,319 >     GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>1.5E+000</Element>
    5      4     11      2,903 <=    GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>3.5E+000</Element>
    5      4     12      8,310 >     GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>3.5E+000</Element>
    5      6      7        412 <=    GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>2.5E+000</Element>
    5      6     15      1,474 >     GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>2.5E+000</Element>
    6      7     13         48 <=    GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>1.5E+000</Element>
    6      7     14        364 >     GEN_ELECTION_COUNT   <Element>1.5E+000</Element>

Listing 7. Decision Tree Nodes and Paths: Querying The Results

Let’s delve deeper into just one 
of these views, DM$VODT_
VEVO_SAMPLE, to examine 
the hierarchy of decision 
points the model used to 
classify voters within their 
differentiating attributes. The 
query and output in Listing 
7 shows how the Decision 
Tree algorithm divvied up 
the 45,000 voters in the 
sampled data, and the rules 
that it used to classify each 
group of voters based on 
two key differentiators – how 
many times they showed 
“flippability” in their primary 
party declaration in the four 
earlier primaries, and how 
many times they voted in the 
five general elections – into 
different branches of the tree.

I used these data to map out 
the resulting classification 
model down to the fourth 
level with a simple flowchart 
that shows the hierarchy of 
decisions the model made 
as it characterized groups 
of voters based on the key 
determinator, gender, and 
then further subdivided voters 
within different age ranges, as 
Figure 2 shows.

Figure 2. Decision Tree: Divvying Up Voters



Leveraging APEX for Model Control
I must admit my initial hesitance to show the results of 
my flippable voter model to the congressional campaign’s 
manager, a politically savvy young woman with quite a bit of 
data modeling experience. I surmised that since the data I’d 
extracted already included encoding for an individual voter’s 
party affiliation ranging on a scale from Strong Republican to 
Strong Democrat that my findings might be utterly rejected. 

I was happily surprised when she became enthused about 
the possibilities of determining which individual voters were 
flippable; in fact, she mentioned, the existing voter affiliations 
had often been found to be horribly incorrect. We discussed 
several other ways of identifying subsets of flippable 
voters within different geographies of the district as well as 
exploring methods to locate valid recent first- or second-time 
voters so that different social media campaigns could be 
implemented to connect with those citizens for future get-
out-the-vote efforts. 

Her interest piqued even more after I demonstrated the APEX 
application I’d built named VEVO (an acronym for Vote Early, 
Vote Often) based on my experiences during the previous 
campaign and the data modeling I’d done with Oracle Machine 

Learning and Oracle Analytics Cloud. (For more information on 
that, see Part 1 and Part 2 of this article series respectively.) 
When I explained how easy it would be to access those tools, 
she immediately asked if there was any way that I could simply 
combine the existing data modeling into the VEVO application. 

Incorporating Model Calls within APEX 
As I was in the midst of building the next generation of the VEVO 
application, it was the perfect time to incorporate the ability 
to generate the Decision Tree model, as I had long desired to 
provide a dashboard of sorts for users who needed information 
about ongoing voter outreach efforts. 

First, I created a new package, VEVO.PKG_VOTER_MINING, 
that included all of the calls to DBMS_DATA_MINING to create 
the Decision Tree model, calculate lift, and generate statistics 
about the validity of the model. I parameterized the call to the 
COMPUTE_LIFT procedure to accept the number of quantiles 
across which to calculate lift. The source code for the new 
package is available in this GitHub repository.

Next, I added a new page to my existing APEX application that 
included both a bar graph (Figure 3) and a detailed report from 
the results of the Decision Tree model (Figure 4). 

Figure 3. VEVO Application: Decision Tree Lift Bar Graph
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I also added a List Of Values (LOV) object just above the graph 
that allows users to select a specific number of quantiles to be 
passed in. Clicking the Run Model button regenerates the entire 
model and recalculates the computed lift within the number of 
quantiles the user has selected. The time to rebuild the model 
and generate all model statistics including lift, confusion matrix, 
and ROC averages less than 30 seconds.

Of course, this is just the bare minimum of reportage and 
graphic feedback to immediately satisfy my users’ requests 
for now. I’m planning to add much more to the application, 
including the ability to construct other voter flippability models 
that focus on specific factors such as voter age, gender, 
ethnicity, and income ranges in real time, as well as information 
on how accurate each model’s results are. But that’s a task I’ll 
cover in the next part of this article series.

Figure 4. VEVO Application: Decision Tree Lift Report

Note: If you’d like to see more of the story behind the 
processes I followed to build the VEVO application, please 
take a look at Part 1 of a four-part article series I wrote 
describing my experiences as I transitioned from old-school 
Oracle DBA to APEX enthusiast. The ability to provide 
a secure computing and data retention environment 
using Oracle’s Always Free Autonomous Database and 
APEX platform has enabled me to expand the value of 
my volunteer activities for our candidate’s 2020 election 
campaign.

What’s Coming Up Next?
As we delved deeper into the inherent power of Machine 
Learning algorithms, I’ve demonstrated how to:
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• Adjust the Decision Tree model for deeper insights into the 
flippable voter patterns it reveals

• Plumb the original Decision Tree model more deeply to 
determine its accuracy

• Leverage Application Express (APEX) to create variations of the 
model, as well as review the results of these new variations 
using APEX’s visualization toolsets

Next time, I’ll wrap up this series with a look at other ways to meld 
together Machine Learning techniques and APEX to my user’s 
advantage, especially when the information I need to translate is 
completely external to my Autonomous Database environment. 
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A version of this article first appeared in ODTUG TechCeleration 
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often at Oracle OpenWorld, IOUG COLLABORATE, ODTUG 
Kscope, Oracle Development Community tours, and Oracle 
User Group conferences around the world.

Jim has authored over 100 articles on facets of Oracle DB 
administration since 2003 at databasejournal.com and 
IOUG SELECT. His blog Generally … It Depends contains 
regular observations on all things Oracle and the state of 
the IT industry. He is currently the Senior Enterprise Data 
Architect for Viscosity North America.
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After many years as a group connected by Oracle community 
management, at the 2019 Summer Summit in Riga, we 
decided to create an official EOUC association as an umbrella 
organization for EMEA user groups. At our next summit 
during the DOAG 2019 Conference + Exhibition, we started to 
formalize the association with all necessary paperwork and 
elected a board. 

Our goal was to create a network and platform of all EMEA 
Oracle user groups to represent the members’ interests 
regarding the use of products and services of Oracle 
and third parties.

EOUC e.V. is now a non-profit association under German law.

We had plans to invite all user group leaders to the 
2020 Summer Summit in Riga, this year as well, but then 
Coronavirus hit us all. 

The association is now officially registered in Germany and 
a website is currently being created (https://eouc.org/
en/about/), but still under construction.  The basis of the 
association lives from the strength of its members. Therefore, 
we decided to have membership with fees. To make it 
affordable, also for smaller user groups, we have a structure  
for that tool. Groups of individual members in a country 
without an Oracle user group are also welcome. 

The structure of EOUC

Our board is currently comprised of the following six members:

What will be the purpose and objectives of 
the EOUC association?

Representation of interests
EOUC shall represent the common interests 
of the EMEA Oracle user groups, particularly 
towards their members, Oracle and the public.

Dialogue with Oracle and  
other manufacturers  
EOUC is in touch with manufacturers in the Oracle 
environment to pass on information firsthand and 
to answer questions members have directly.

Cooperation
The EOUC unites independent user groups 
from Europe, Middle East and Africa. Together, 
they carry our PR activities and promote the 
establishment of networks as well as exchange of 
information and experiences.

Online Media  
Next to press releases regarding news straight 
from the Oracle Community, the EOUC publishes 
ORAWORLD.

Get in touch with us at board@eouc.net.  
You will also find us on Twitter. 

Ann-Sofie is a member of ORAWORLD’s editorial team and a 
board member of the Norwegian Oracle User Group (OUGN) 
where she is responsible for international contacts. She is 
also the program manager for the OUGN conferences. Daily, 
Ann-Sofie is working as a consultant in the integration team 
at Sysco in Norway.

About Ann-Sofie Vikström Often
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Events
POUG2020
September 11 - 12, 2020
Wroclaw, Poland
https://poug.org/

HrOUG 2020
October 13 - 16, 2020
Rovinj, Coatia
https://2020.hroug.hr/eng/

Oracle Open World / Code One
September 21 - 24, 2020
only virtual
https://www.oracle.com/code-one/

OUGN 2020
October 21 - 23, 2020
Oslo, Norway
https://ougn2020.com/

SAOUG Connect 2020
November 9 - 10, 2020
Cape Town, South Africa
http://www.saoug.co.za/

ILOUG TechDays 2021
February 1 - 3, 2021
Tel Aviv, Israel
https://www.iloug.org/

DOAG 2020 Conference + Exhibition
November 17 - 20, 2020
Nuremberg, Germany + virtual
https://2020.doag.org/
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